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the fact of the quickness with which they lose their 
tints, while their delicacy leaves them liable to show 
the slightest scratch or finger mark, so that generally, 
in two to three years, a room has to be redecorated, 

• I • I • whereas graining improv�s greatly with age, attaining 

I a beautiful mellow tint; it will stand rough usage far 
USEFUL HINTS TO INTENDING BUILDERS. better than plain colors, is more economical, and, with 

Specifications usually call for a cellar of 7 feet in the an occasional c'Jat of varnish, will last for years. 
clear, between the cement of the bottom and the floor Impartially considered, and with these facts before 
beams above. This height is not sufficient to allow for him, will H. S. J. still deny the immense superiority of 
the pro per setting of the furnace, unless an excavation graining over all other systems of decoration? 
is made for the furnace below the level of the cellar R. R. S. 
bottom. This is objectionable, not only because of • I • I .. 

the inconvenience thus occasioned in getting out the 
A Te.t or Spiral Screw Driver •• 

ashes, but chiefly because this excavation, being the 
lowest part of the cellar, affords a basin for the collec- Knowing that spiral screw drivers are comparatively 
tion of any water that may get into the cellar. To new in their mode of working, and not well known by 
avoid this trouble, and for many other reasons, it is t.he greater number of mechanics, to whom they may 
better to have the height 7 feet 6 inches in the clear. be of great use, I will tell what I have learned of their 
This will permit the hot air pipes to go out of the fur- capabilities by a very thorough test. 
nace bonnet at the top (instead of at the sides), and give The •• Olson's" spiral screw driver is well made, and 
them a good inclination upward toward the register has a brass body and steel blade and .. pinion," or 
boxes. Often they are set on a level or nearly so. in .. follower." When fully extended, it is 19 inches long, 
which case the hot air does not easily make its way and when closed, 12� inches long. The .. spiral" is 
upward, and its circulation is in consequence slow. covered at all times, and presents no oiled surface to 
The smoke pipe also sl.ould have all the elevation pos- view. The spiral groove is cut in the inside of the 
sible between the furnace and the chimney, to insure a brass body. One full thrust gives the blade 3� com
good draught. plete revolutions. The blade has a good point, that is 

The 6 inches added to the height of the cellar does not liable to slip out of the nick in the screw. The 

not much increase the cost, while it in every way en- handle is of apple wood. It is necessary, when driving 

hances the value of the house; giving better ventila- screws ovm'head, to grasp the blade gently, near the 

tion, and affording sufficient height for the hanging joint, with one hand, so as to extend the blade. 

shelves in the vegetable cellar. etc. When closed, it may be used like a common driver 

While the foundation wall is being built is the time to drive or draw screws. .. Allard's" spiral screw 

to leave the holes required for the drain pipes, sewer driver is well made of brass and steel, and has a rose-

wood handle. pipes, etc. Often the mason, for his convenience, pays 
no attention to these, and, in consequence, the plumb- Four spiral grooves are cut in the outside of the 

er, when he comes to work. must knock the needed holes blade. The pinion or follower, instead of being at· 

through the wall, to the considerable damage thereof; !ru:hed to the upper end of the blade, as is the Olson's, 

for these openings are seldom afterward prope Iy filled IS III the lower end of the bra�s body. It has a thread 

up solid as the original wall but instead ar: merely 
cut in it to fit the grooves in the blade, and cogs or 

stopped u p  so as to show a finish on the inside, remain- I lugs on its �pper side, which eng� with similar ones 

ing ever afterward convenient inletl' for surface water· 
on the �am stock, thus revolvmg the

. blade when 

from the outside, after heavy rains. All these appar-: !?ressu�e IS put upo� the ��ndle. Its �mum .length 

ently little things done at the pro per time render the 
IS � 7� mches, an� �ts mlDlmum length IS 11% �nches. 

work well done, and save much extra cost for it often 
I It IS capable of glvmg a screw 3M full revolutIOns at 

. 

• each thrust. takes more time to pull down work to correct an error 
than it would have taken to have done it right at the 
first. Avoid always, if possible, omissions as much as 
mistakes, for, in building as in morals, sins of omis· 
sion are often as costly as those of commission. 

... � .. 

GRAINING AS A DECORATION. 

The blade is made of Ilteel, a little more in diameter 
than that used in Olson's, and so is not made weak by 
cutting the grooves in it. 

The blade is tapered well back from the point, and 
is so shaped that it sticks to the screw h£ad well. 
Closed, it will drive or draw screws. 

In overhead work it is necessary to use both hands. 
Reid's lightning brace is 29 inches long when fully 

To the Editor of the Scient(fic A 1nmican : extended, and when closed it measures 18 inches. It 
In your September number of the ARCHITECTS AND is very long. but has great power. The body is of 

BUILDERS edition, on page 48, you have an article on brass, nickel plated, and has a handle like the head of 
•• Decoration," by a contributor signing himself a hit brace, and immediately below this is a loose 
H. S. J , in which he advises your readers against head. the two acting as a tight and loose pulley. The 
graining, which he stigmatizes a" sham," and this be- shank is similar in form to a piece of square, twisted 
cause it offends something which he imagines to be a lightning rod, and at its lower end is a socket, with 
law of artistic taste. snap catch for square shanked bits. drills, or screw 

Perhaps I am not so cultured in artistic taste as your drivers; and just above this socket a loose handle has 
contributor, but I have always held the idea that the I a bearing, by which additional pressure may be applied. 
nearest approach to the artistic was that in which the It gi ves a screw 4J4 full turns at each thrust. It will 
most convenient, durable. and effective was reached. drive a screw with great power. but needs lots of room. 
If this is so, undoubtedly graining cannot be anything By pressing firmly on the lower handle with the left 
but very artistic, for what system of decoration have hand, and pulling backward with the right, screws 
we whicb can be applied so readily, which is so con- may be drawn very quickly. This tool, too, may be 
venient for all kinds and descriptions of rooms. and closed, and then used as a common screw driver to 
which looks so well or lasts so long as graining? I am drive or draw screws. It gives the best results when 
supposing that the graining is well executed and is not used with both hands The handles are made of coco
a mere daub, and I contend then -and I am sure that bolo wood. I think. It has no ratchets or pinions. 
many of your readers will agree with me-that grain- The Chicopee automatic drill is a novel tool, hav
ing cannot be excelled. As to its being a .. sham," I ing a right hand and a left hand spiral groove cut in 
utterly fail to find the smallest justification for the its steel shank. Unlike the others, it is at all times of 
word. Graining is graining. and pretends to be no- the same length. On this shank is fitted a sliding han
thing else, and it is, therefore, no more a sham than die, in which are right ann left ratchets, so arranged 
plain paint. that a down and up motion of the handle ,pves a con-

Your contributor recommends the use of plain colors tinuous forward motion to the tool. 
in decoration. I am fully aware that excellent results The tool, including screw driver bit, is about 16 
may be sometimes obtained by their use, but they pos- inches long. It will drive �crews very fast, owing to 
sess so many serious disadvantages from which grain- I the fact that the screw is driven with up as well as 
ing is wholly free that, in my mind, there cannot be a down stroke. 
doubt as to the superiority of the latter. With plain This t.ool, as its name implies, is intended especially 
colors it is generally very difficult to obtain satisfac- for drilling. but may be used for driving small screws, 
tory tints to harmonize with the paper. I remember a and it will drive a screw very fast. It has a steel 
case in which, for the sake of variety, I intended to chuck that will hold tools up to -h in. in diameter 
have a dining-room painted in plain colors, and, The upper handle is made of iron, is hollow, with 
although experienced at the work, I was two whole screw cap, making a good place for keeping small drills, 
days trying to get satisfactory colors. The paper was etc., for use in the tool. At some future time, I hope 
of the variety known as "Japanesque," and was, per- to speak of spiral tools for boring and drilling. 
haps. a bad choice for the room. But, however that In my tests of these instruments, the screws used 
may have been. I know that after trying all kinds or were mostly those made by the Harvey Screw Co., 
shades and tints, which seemed to either give the room and have a coarse thread that is raised. so that it is 
the coldness and repellent air of an ice· house or,  on considerably larger than the shank of the screw, thus 
deeper colors being used, to make it so hot·looking as making them run hard. Those driven into pine were 
to be uncomfortable, I had eventually t.o settle the just started with a hammer sufficiently to stand alone. 
matter by having the room grained, and, being foriu- The others were driven in cherry that was very hard, 
nate in having a careful and painstaking grainer, the and had countersunk holes of the proper depth and 
result was perfrotly satisfactory. size for the screws used. A very large number of 

Another objection to the use of plain colors lies in screws were driven, and the figures given are the aver-
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